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Bridging the Broadband Gap

• Almost 90% of EU25 population may access broadband

• In rural areas, the figure lowers to 70%

• EU addresses the gap through integrated strategy: 
telecom rules, spectrum policy, Structural and Rural 
Funds, competition policy (state aid) 

• In the period 2007-2013, 15 billion euros of SF are
expected to be spent on IS objectives and 2.2 billions 
on broadband

• But… which broadband?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The telecom market in the EU is worth more than 300 billion euros in revenues and is growing in nominal terms at around 2% per year, resulting in a greater real growth than the rest of the economy. This means that the share of telecoms in GDP is growing despite the rapidly falling prices that have characterised the sector.Investment has increased in recent years to levels that are similar to the US driven to a large extent by demand for broadband. Subscriptions have increased by 30% per annum with more than 90 million subscribers.Differently from US, DSL represents 80% of access technologies.
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Current DSL Coverage in the EU

Source: Idate, "Broadband Coverage in Europe" 2007 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This corresponds to a penetration rate of 18.2%, with large differences between countries and increasing disparities.It remains one of the ICT technologies wiith the fastest penetration rate.
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Broadband take-up in the EU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This corresponds to a penetration rate of 18.2%, with large differences between countries and increasing disparities.It remains one of the ICT technologies wiith the fastest penetration rate.
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Broadband download speeds, 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More competition has resulted in lower prices, more take up, but also higher speedsUsage stats show that higher speeds mean usage of more advanced sevricesFIBRE: End of 2006, around 1.2 million FTTH subscribers in the EU, concentrated mainly in IT, SE, NL and DK. In this latter country, it is power utilities.USA: End 2Q07, Verizon has signed up 1 mioMany plans in different countries, but different
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High Capacity Broadband

• Broadband crucial to growth 
and competitiveness (Lisbon 
agenda)

• Preparing for the future
• Stimulating deployment 
• Digital divide
• Safeguarding consumers
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FTTH/B subscribers in Europe (Idate) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LLU has been growing faster than other types of access. LLU policies have been extended to require bitstream, shared access, full unbundled access and resale to build up broadband entry. This has helped in stimulating growth in broadband subscribers in most countires, the development of new services and lower prices.Shared access increases are also due to the need of providing bundled services.
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The role of public authorities

•Passive infrastructure - Coordinate 
investments – reduce cost –
reduce excavation
•Aggregate demand
•Coordinate stakeholders
•Municipality networks
•Predictability and care
•State aid rules!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key innovation expected to bring significant changes to the telecom landscape is the migration to IP, so-called NGN. But investment is high and there are risks. It remains to be seen to what extent NGN deployment will facilitate competition pr whether it will raise further obstacles to competition. Bundling of services also makes it more difficult to determine to the extent to which prices are cost oriented.Investment in NGN is motivated by different factors (Opex, need for new revenues, obsolescence of legacy networks, demand for IP based services, more interactivity, more upload speeds and symmetric services, etc)Different announcements across EU (different pace in different countries, it will take a few years)
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Lessons from Competition policy

• ~ 35 state aid decisions in 12 countries
• Market Economy Investor Principle 

(Amsterdam)
• Services of General Economic Interest (France)
• Compatibility of aid under art. 87(3)(c) (to facilitate 

the development of certain economic activities or areas, without 
affecting trading conditions to an extent contrary to the common 
interest)

• Open access obligations
• Public co-funding of open access civil infrastructure, on 

the basis of technological neutrality and managed by an 
independent entity

• (No) general infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Investment is high and brings about new policy issues.the challenge is to safeguard and build on the existing competitive environment, in the presence of investment in LLU. In EU incumbents are still leveraging their historical market power and there is a risk that, if exempt from regulation, such investment would result in in the creation of new dominant positions.In this scenario, ex-ante regulation should be maintained. Difficult to tell where. ULL does not make sense. The main barriers to market entry are civil engineering costs and access to homes/buildings.The way forward should maintain asymmetric regulation recognising that the rollout of fibre networks is characterised by large sunk costsand scale economis which make replication difficult.The transition to IP networks will also raise issues of interconnection. We need to see whether we are using the right cost structure for interconnection costs.FT estimates that very populated areas will be covered (40% of population in FR) over the next five years. Another 30% will have adsl through LLU; Another 30% will have nothing. Digital divide is going to increase. One way out is municipal initiiativesU.Service: discussion mainly will be on whether broadband should be included – funding issues – definition issues
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Next Steps (2008)

• Future Networks COM
• Recommendation on NGA
• Universal Service reflections
• Website for broadband 

exchange

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Investment is high and brings about new policy issues.the challenge is to safeguard and build on the existing competitive environment, in the presence of investment in LLU. In EU incumbents are still leveraging their historical market power and there is a risk that, if exempt from regulation, such investment would result in in the creation of new dominant positions.In this scenario, ex-ante regulation should be maintained. Difficult to tell where. ULL does not make sense. The main barriers to market entry are civil engineering costs and access to homes/buildings.The way forward should maintain asymmetric regulation recognising that the rollout of fibre networks is characterised by large sunk costsand scale economis which make replication difficult.The transition to IP networks will also raise issues of interconnection. We need to see whether we are using the right cost structure for interconnection costs.FT estimates that very populated areas will be covered (40% of population in FR) over the next five years. Another 30% will have adsl through LLU; Another 30% will have nothing. Digital divide is going to increase. One way out is municipal initiiativesU.Service: discussion mainly will be on whether broadband should be included – funding issues – definition issues
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Thanks

Lucilla.sioli@ec.europa.eu
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